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Abstract
A general study is undertaken of product-wedge-diagonal (=PWD) structures on a space. In part this concept may be viewed
as arising from G.W. Whitehead’s fat-wedge characterization of Lusternik–Schnirelmann category. From another viewpoint PWD-
structures occupy a distinguished position among those structures that provide data allowing Hopf invariants to be defined. Indeed
the Hopf invariant associated with a PWD-structure is a crucial component of the structure. Our overall theme addresses the basic
question of existence of compatible structures on X and Y with regard to a map X → Y . A principal result of the paper uses Hopf
invariants to formulate a Berstein–Hilton type result when the space involved is a double mapping cylinder (or homotopy pushout).
A decomposition formula for the Hopf invariant (extending previous work of Marcum) is provided in case the space is a topological
join U ∗ V that has PWD-structure defined canonically via the join structure in terms of diagonal maps on U and V .
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0. Introduction
In this paper a theory of product-wedge-diagonal structures on a space X, or PWD-structures for short, is devel-
oped. Such a structure on X consists of another space DnX and maps ρX , σX , τX which make the following diagram
homotopy commutative:
X
n
ρX
DnX
τX
X∨n
σX
inc
X×n
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example) are important examples of PWD-structures. In [4, Definition 3.1] an n-PWD-structure on a space X was
called an n pseudo-comultiplication, or PCM(n), on X.
Note that we do not assume necessarily that the space DnX is functorial in X. In fact were it assumed that DnX and
τX are functorial in X then the left triangle in the diagram would define a so-called right structure on X in the sense
of Berstein, Hilton and Peterson (see e.g. [2,14]). A PWD-structure is further distinguished from a right structure in
that the existence of a splitting σX is assumed. In fact because of this assumption the above diagram yields a Hopf
invariant associated to the PWD-structure, in the form
{ρX}HI : [ΣU,X] → [ΣU,FτX ]
where FτX denotes the homotopy fiber of τX . The essential point is that τX is a coretractile map.1 A general theory
and construction of Hopf invariants arising in this way from coretractile maps has been given in [11]. Therefore PWD-
structures form a part of that theory. And as it turns out, {ρX}HI is a fundamental tool in the study of problems that
involve PWD-structures.
For a given map g :X → Y we consider the question of when there exist PWD-structures on X and Y which are
compatible by means of g. In Section 3 we use basic constructions to show quite generally that a PWD-structure on
Y can be pulled back along g to a compatible one on X, and that a PWD-structure on X can be extended along g to a
compatible one on Y . But principally we focus our attention on the extension case and further assume (as frequently
arises in applications) that g :X → Y is the inclusion map of the base space in a mapping cone or more generally
one of the two canonical inclusions in a double mapping cylinder (or homotopy pushout). Often, and importantly, the
extended structure may be required to satisfy some additional special form which the given structure on X possesses.
A prototypical result of this latter kind was obtained by Berstein–Hilton [1] with regard to fat wedge structures for
the mapping cone case. Given a map f :ΣU → X they showed that if X admits an n-fold fat wedge structure whose
associated Hopf invariant vanishes when evaluated on f , then the mapping cone Cf of f also admits an n-fold
fat wedge structure for which the inclusion of X into Cf preserves fat wedge structures. Accordingly under these
circumstances the relation catCf  catX is obtained. In Theorem 4.3 below we formulate a Berstein–Hilton type
result for certain structures (including PWD-structures) on double mapping cylinders. One application of this general
theorem is an extension result for n-fold Ti -structures with 0  i  n (see Definition 2.5 and Theorem 4.5). In the
case of n-fold T1-structures (that is, fat wedge structures) a stronger version of the Berstein–Hilton result mentioned
above is recovered.
Let A f←− C g−→ B be a cotriad with double mapping cylinder M(f, g). If A and B each have n-PWD-structures
then M(f, g) has an inherited PWD-structure that is initial among all n-PWD-structures on M(f, g) for which the
inclusion maps i0 :A →M(f, g) and i1 :B →M(f, g) are structure-preserving. But also M(f, g) has a standard
(or diagonal) n-PWD-structure, for any n 1, which exists irrespective of whether PWD-structures on A and B are
given. This standard PWD-structure has for structure map the induced map on double mapping cylinders
δ :M(f, g) →M(f×n, g×n)
all of whose components are diagonal maps. Of course a suspension space ΣX is an example of a double mapping
cylinder and on a suspension we have
δ = Σn :ΣX → Σ
(
X×n
)
which leads to our preference for the name standard n-PWD-structure. For n = 2 the associated Hopf invariant
δHI has been investigated in [12,13] where decomposition formulas were obtained relative to the projection cotriad
A ← A×B → B . In the present paper we give analogous results for the case n > 2 (see Section 5). Plainly such
formulas are of potential use, for the standard PWD-structure serves as a point of comparison for PWD-structures on
M(f, g). Namely, we say that a n-PWD-structure ρ :M(f, g) → DnM(f, g) is over the diagonal if δ is a composi-
tion factor of ρ, while ρ is under the diagonal if ρ is a composition factor of δ. For example, all PWD-structures on
M(f, g) inherited from PWD-structures on A and B are under the diagonal (see Proposition 3.7 below). On the other
hand, Example 2.12 gives a 2-PWD-structure onM(f, g) which is over the diagonal.
1 A map p :E → B is coretractile if Ωp admits a homotopy section, or equivalently, if there exists a splitting σ :ΣΩB → E such that p◦σ  εB ,
the evaluation map ΣΩB → B .
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and its homotopy class. By o :X → Y we denote the map (as well as its homotopy class) which sends a space X to
the base point of a space Y . All constructions involving parameters are reduced. In particular M(f, g) denotes the
reduced double mapping cylinder.
1. The n-fold diagonal map
Definition 1.1. For spaces X1, . . . ,Xn we define
χ := χX1,...,Xn :ΣΩ(X1 × · · · ×Xn) → X1 ∨ · · · ∨Xn
by χ = θ1 + · · · + θn where θi is the composite
ΣΩ(X1 × · · · ×Xn) ε−→ X1 × · · · ×Xn pi−→ Xi ji−→ X1 ∨ · · · ∨Xn
with ε the evaluation map, pi the ith projection map and ji the inclusion map onto the ith wedge factor. It is readily
checked that the composite
ΣΩ(X1 × · · · ×Xn) χ−→ X1 ∨ · · · ∨Xn inc−−→ X1 × · · · ×Xn
is homotopic to the evaluation map εX1×···×Xn . This latter fact establishes that the inclusion map X1 ∨ · · · ∨Xn →
X1 × · · · ×Xn is a coretractile map.
We set
X×n := X × · · · ×X, X∨n := X ∨ · · · ∨X
the n-fold Cartesian power and the n-fold thin wedge respectively on X. The diagonal map n :X → X × · · · × X
is defined by n(x) = (x, . . . , x) for x ∈ X. Observe that with this notation 1 = 1 :X → X. We let ˜n :X → X∧n
denote the reduced diagonal map where X∧n is the n-fold reduced power.
Definition 1.2. (cf. [6].) For i = 1, . . . , n, let ei :X1 ∨ · · · ∨Xn → X1 ∨ · · · ∨Xn denote the composite map
X1 ∨ · · · ∨Xn inc−−→ X1 × · · · ×Xn pi−→ Xi ji−→ X1 ∨ · · · ∨Xn.
Then e2i = ei and ei ◦ ek = o for i = k.
Proposition 1.3. Let f :ΣU → X1 ∨ · · · ∨ Xn be an arbitrary map with adjoint f · :U → Ω(X1 ∨ · · · ∨ Xn). Then
the equality
χ ◦ΣΩ(inc) ◦Σ(f ·) = e1 ◦ f + · · · + en ◦ f
is valid as classes ΣU → X1 ∨ · · · ∨Xn.
Proof. We note that for each i = 1, . . . , n, the diagram
ΣU
Σ(f ·)
f
ΣΩ(X1 ∨ · · · ∨Xn)ΣΩ(inc)
ε
ΣΩ(X1 × · · · ×Xn)
ε
θi
X1 ∨ · · · ∨Xn
X1 ∨ · · · ∨Xn inc X1 × · · · ×Xn pi Xi
ji
is homotopy commutative so that the relations
ei ◦ f = ji ◦ pi ◦ (inc) ◦ f = θi ◦ΣΩ(inc) ◦Σ(f ·)
hold. Since χ = θ1 + · · · + θn we have
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n∑
i=1
{
θi ◦Σ(inc) ◦Σ(f ·)
}=
n∑
i=1
(ei ◦ f ),
as claimed. 
The diagonal class dX :ΣX → X∗X from the suspension to the topological join is as defined in [7, Definition 2.2];
it is the unique homotopy class satisfying ν ◦ dX = Σ˜2 where ν :X ∗ X → Σ(X ∧ X) is the canonical homotopy
equivalence. Note that ν = (Σq)◦κ where κ :X∗X → Σ(X×X) is the canonical quotient map collapsing the “ends”
of the join and q :X ×X → X ∧X is the quotient map collapsing the subset X ∨X.
Proposition 1.4. For n 2, the equation
Σn = Σi12···(n−1) +Σ(n−1 × 1) ◦ κ ◦ dX +Σin
is valid as classes ΣX → Σ(X×n). Here the various maps labelled “i” are inclusion maps; that is, i12···(n−1)(x) =
(x, . . . , x,∗) ∈ X×n and in(x) = (∗, . . . ,∗, x) ∈ X×n for x ∈ X.
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. Since 1 = 1 :X → X the case n = 2 reduces to the equality
Σ2 = Σi1 + κ ◦ dX +Σi2
which has been established in [12, Proposition 6.1]. Next we note that n+1 may be regarded as the composite
X
n−−→ X ×X×(n−1) 2×(1×(n−1))−−−−−−−−→ X×(n+1).
Hence and by the Induction Hypothesis we have
Σn+1 = Σ
(2 × 1×(n−1)) ◦Σ(n)
= Σ(2 × 1×(n−1)) ◦ (Σi12···(n−1) +Σ(n−1 × 1) ◦ κ ◦ dX +Σin)
= Σi12···n +Σ(n × 1) ◦ κ ◦ dX +Σin+1
as required. 
In the next proposition we use the extended join operation . This operation is defined and developed in [12, §6].
Proposition 1.5. For spaces U and V and any n 2 the equality
Un ∗ Vn = iU12···(n−1) ∗ iV12···(n−1) + iU12···(n−1) 
[
Σ(Vn−1 × 1) ◦ κ ◦ dV
]
+ iU12···(n−1) ∗ iVn +
[
Σ
(Un−1 × 1
) ◦ κ ◦ dU ]Vn
+ iUn ∗ iV12···(n−1) + iUn 
[
Σ
(Vn−1 × 1
) ◦ κ ◦ dV ]+ iUn ∗ iVn
is valid as classes U ∗ V → (U×n) ∗ (V ×n).
Proof. The proof is similar to that of [12, Theorem 6.7], which treats the case n = 2. We begin by writing
Un ∗ Vn =
(
ΣUn
)
Vn
and proceed to expand by using the expression for ΣUn obtained from Proposition 1.4. Since(
ΣiU12···(n−1)
)
Vn = iU12···(n−1) ∗ Vn = iU12···(n−1) 
(
ΣVn
)
and (
ΣiUn
)
Vn = iUn ∗ Vn = iUn 
(
ΣVn
)
,
the equation
Un ∗ Vn = iU12···(n−1) 
(
ΣVn
)+ [Σ(Un−1 × 1
) ◦ κ ◦ dU ]Vn + iUn  (ΣVn )
is obtained. Next we use the expression obtained from Proposition 1.4 for ΣVn to expand further and so obtain the
equality stated in the proposition. 
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Definition 2.1. An n-PWD-structure on a given space X consists of another space DnX and maps ρX , σX , τX which
make the following diagram homotopy commutative:
X
n
ρX
DnX
τX
X∨n
σX
inc
X×n
(1)
We refer to ρX as the structure map, σX as the splitting map and τX as the projection map.
Definition 2.2. Suppose (DnX,ρX, τX,σX) and (DnY,ρY , τY , σY ) are n-PWD-structures for spaces X and Y respec-
tively. Then a PWD-morphism of such n-PWD-structures consists of a pair of maps f :X → Y and ξ :DnX → DnY
satisfying the conditions ξ ◦ ρX = ρY ◦ f , τY ◦ ξ = f×n ◦ τX , and ξ ◦ σX = σY ◦ f ∨n. It will be convenient to say
that the above PWD-structures DnX on X and DnY on Y are f -compatible if there exists a corresponding map ξ
satisfying the PWD-morphism conditions together with f . Also we refer to the map f as structure-preserving in this
situation.
Remark 2.3. The set of all n-PWD-structures on a fixed space X admits a partial ordering. We say that an n-PWD-
structure (D,ρ, τ, σ ) on X is over an n-PWD-structure (D′, ρ′, τ ′, σ ′) on X if there exists a map ξ :D′ → D such
that the square
D′
ρ′
ξ
D
ρ
X×n 1
×n
X×n
constitutes a PWD-morphism. It is easily checked that this is a partial ordering.
Now we observe that diagram (1) above may be embedded in the larger diagram
FτX
τX
X
n
ρX
DnX
τX
X∨n
σX
inc
ΣΩ[X×n]
εX×n
χ
X×n
(2)
which serves as the defining data for a Hopf invariant
{ρX}HI := {ρX}HI(τX ,τX;σX◦χ) :ΣΩX → FτX .
The reader is referred to [11, Definition 1.17] for the general construction of such Hopf invariants. In the present case,
a morphism
{ρX}HI : [ΣU,X] → [ΣU,FτX ]
is obtained. By writing σX = σ1  · · · σn :X∨n → DnX in terms of wedge components, it is seen that the character-
izing equation for {ρX}HI takes the form
τX ◦ {ρX}HI(u) = ρX ◦ u− σX ◦ χ ◦ΣΩn ◦Σ(u·)
= ρX ◦ u− σn ◦ u− · · · − σ1 ◦ u
where u :ΣU → X is a given map with adjoint u· :U → ΩX.
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equal to the base point. As particular examples we have:
T0(X,n) = X×n,
T1(X,n) = FW(X,n) =
{
(x1, . . . , xn) | xk = ∗ for some k
}
= the n-fold fat wedge on X,
Tn−1(X,n) = X∨n = the n-fold thin wedge (or one point union),
Tn(X,n) =
{
(∗, . . . ,∗)}.
Definition 2.5. An n-PWD-structure of the form
X
n
ρ
Ti(X,n)
τ=inc
X∨nσ=inc
inc
X×n
(3)
is called an n-fold Ti -structure on X. Additionally an n-fold T1-structure is also called an n-fold fat wedge structure,
an n-fold Tn−1-structure is called an n-fold thin wedge structure, and the unique n-fold T0-structure is called the
n-fold trivial structure on X. Let Fi(X,n) denote the homotopy fiber of the inclusion Ti(X,n) → X×n. In this case
the associated Hopf invariant corresponding to (3) is a morphism
ρHI : [ΣU,X] → [ΣU,Fi(X,n)]. (4)
As is well known (e.g. [3, Theorem 1.55]) X admits an n-fold fat wedge structure if and only if X has Lusternik–
Schnirelmann category catX  n − 1. At the other extreme the theory of n-fold Tn−1-structures (or thin wedge
structures) is essentially that of comultiplications on X, as the following result shows. However for 1 < i < n− 1 it is
an open problem to characterize the significance of an n-fold Ti -structure on a space.
Proposition 2.6. For n 2, a space X admits an n-fold thin wedge structure if and only if X admits a comultiplication.
Proof. A projection map from an (n+ 1)-fold product to an n-fold product preserves thin wedge subsets. Hence if X
admits an (n + 1)-fold thin wedge structure then it also admits an n-fold thin wedge structure. Consequently X must
admit a 2-fold thin wedge structure or comultiplication. Conversely, if ρ :X → X ∨ X is a comultiplication then the
composite(
ρ ∨ 1∨(n−2)) ◦ · · · ◦ (ρ ∨ 1) ◦ ρ = i1 + · · · + in :X → X∨n
is easily seen to be an n-fold thin wedge structure map. 
Remark 2.7. If ρ :X → X∨n is a thin wedge structure on X then in [6] a Hopf invariant
HIρ : [A,X] →
[
A,
(
X∨n
)]
is defined whenever A is a commutative H -cogroup. Here we have

(
X∨n
)= Fn−1(X,n)  (ΩX)∗n.
Let X : (X∨n) → X∨n be the fiber projection. For α :A → X, HIρ(α) is uniquely characterized by the equation
X ◦ HIρ(α) = ρ ◦ α −
n∑
i=1
(ei ◦ ρ ◦ α)
in [A,X∨n] where the idempotents ei are defined in Definition 1.2. From diagram (2) we also have the Hopf invariant
ρHI : [ΣU,X] → [ΣU,Fn−1(X,n)]
characterized, in this instance, by the following equations in [ΣU,X∨n]
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= ρ ◦ u− χ ◦ΣΩ(inc) ◦ΣΩρ ◦Σ(u·)
= ρ ◦ u− χ ◦ΣΩ(inc) ◦Σ((ρ ◦ u)·)
= ρ ◦ u−
n∑
i=1
(ei ◦ ρ ◦ u)
where the last equality is valid by Proposition 1.3. Hence ρXHI(u) = HIρ(u) for u :ΣU → X.
Example 2.8. Fix n 1. For each i = 1, . . . , k, let (DnXi,ρi, τi, σi) denote a given n-PWD-structure on the space Xi .
Then the wedge product space X1 ∨ · · · ∨ Xk receives in a natural way an n-PWD-structure, as follows. Let τ and σ
be the respective composites
τ :DnX1 ∨ · · · ∨DnXk τ1∨···∨τk−−−−−→ (X1)×n ∨ · · · ∨ (Xk)×n P ′−→ (X1 ∨ · · · ∨Xk)×n,
σ : (X1 ∨ · · · ∨Xk)∨n = (X1)∨n ∨ · · · ∨ (Xk)∨n σ1∨···∨σk−−−−−−→ DnX1 ∨ · · · ∨DnXk
where P ′ is defined in the evident way by projection maps. Then it is easily checked that
X1 ∨ · · · ∨Xk
n
ρ1∨···∨ρk
DnX1 ∨ · · · ∨DnXk
τ
(X1 ∨ · · · ∨Xk)∨nσ
inc
(X1 ∨ · · · ∨Xk)×n
(5)
is an n-PWD-structure on X1 ∨ · · · ∨Xk , called the inherited structure. Of course the diagrams
DnXi
inc
τi
DnX1 ∨ · · · ∨DnXk
τ
(Xi)
×n (inc)×n (X1 ∨ · · · ∨Xk)×n
constitute PWD-morphisms of these structures.
As a particular case we may let each of the spaces X1, . . . ,Xk have the trivial n-PWD-structure (see Definition 2.5).
This yields the following inherited n-PWD-structure on X1 ∨ · · · ∨Xk :
X1 ∨ · · · ∨Xk
n
(n)∨k
(X1)×n ∨ · · · ∨ (Xk)×n
P
(X1)∨n ∨ · · · ∨ (Xk)∨n(inc)
∨k
(X1 ∨ · · · ∨Xk)∨n
inc
σ
=
(X1 ∨ · · · ∨Xk)×n
(6)
Note that if k = 1 then the structure in diagram (6) reduces to the trivial n-PWD-structure on X1 but otherwise not.
Example 2.9. In a wedge product space X1 ∨ · · · ∨ Xk let each factor Xj have an n-fold Ti -structure
ρj :Xj → Ti(Xj ,n). Then the inherited n-PWD-structure on X1 ∨ · · · ∨ Xk constructed in Example 2.8 need not
be a Ti -structure. However an associated n-fold Ti -structure is provided by the composite
X1 ∨ · · · ∨Xk ρ1∨···∨ρk−−−−−−→ Ti(X1, n)∨ · · · ∨ Ti(Xk,n) θ−→ Ti(X1 ∨ · · · ∨Xk,n)
where θ is the map determined by the wedge inclusions Xj → X1 ∨ · · · ∨Xk for j = 1, . . . , k.
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M(f, g) admits the following n-PWD-structure for all n 1:
FP
P
M(f, g)
n
δ M(f×n, g×n)
P
M(f, g)∨nj
inc
M(f, g)×n
(7)
Here the map δ has components which are the diagonal maps on A, C and B; P is determined by the projection maps;
and j is determined by the respective inclusion maps. Additionally we write j = j1  . . . jn. We refer to (7) as the
standard (or diagonal) n-PWD-structure onM(f, g).
It is to be observed that the standard n-PWD-structure on M(f, g) is canonical for maps induced by the double
mapping cylinder functorM. Namely, suppose Φ :M(f, g) →M(f ′, g′) is induced as indicated below.
A
a
F⇐
C
f
c
g
G⇒
B
b
A′ C′
f ′ g′ B
′
M
M(f, g)
Φ
M(f ′, g′)
(8)
Then the diagram
M(f×n, g×n) ξ
P
M(f ′×n, g′×n)
P ′
M(f, g)×n Φ×n M(f ′, g′)×n
is homotopy commutative where ξ is defined in an evident way. The pair (ξ,Φ) is easily seen to be a morphism of
standard n-PWD-structures, for plainly ξ ◦ δ = δ′ ◦Φ and ξ ◦ j = j ′ ◦Φ∨n.
Definition 2.11. Suppose that
M(f, g)
n
ρ
Dn
τ
M(f, g)∨nσ
inc
M(f, g)×n
(9)
is an arbitrary n-PWD-structure on a double mapping cylinderM(f, g). We say that this n-PWD-structure is over the
diagonal δ :M(f, g) →M(f×n, g×n) if there is a map ξ such that
M(f×n, g×n) ξ
P
Dn
τ
M(f, g)×n 1 M(f, g)×n
constitutes a PWD-morphism from the standard n-PWD-structure onM(f, g) to (9). Note in particular that ξ ◦ δ = ρ
in this case. Similarly we say that (9) is under the diagonal if there is a map η such that
Dn
τ
η M(f×n, g×n)
P
M(f, g)×n 1 M(f, g)×n
constitutes a PWD-morphism from (9) to the standard n-PWD-structure onM(f, g). Note in particular that η ◦ ρ = δ
in this case.
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structure:
M(f, g)

©
(M(f, g),A)×˙(M(f, g),B)
inc
M(f, g)∨M(f, g)inc
inc
M(f, g)×M(f, g)
Here the partial product(M(f, g),A)×˙(M(f, g),B) :=M(f, g)×B ∪A×M(f, g)
may be regarded as the double mapping cylinder
M(A×M(f, g) 1×i1←−−− A×B i0×1−−−→M(f, g)×B)
and the structure map © is induced as follows:
A
1i0
f(−D)⇐
C
f
fg
g
Dg⇒
B
i01
A×M(f, g) A×B1×i1 1×i0 M(f, g)×B
M
M(f, g)
©
(M(f, g),A)×˙(M(f, g),B)
Plainly © is over the diagonal. Note that in the case of a suspension space ΣX the structure map
© :ΣX → (ΣX,∗)×˙(ΣX,∗) = ΣX ∨ΣX
reduces to suspension comultiplication.
3. Transference of PWD-structure along a map
Let g :X → Y be a fixed map. In this section we show that a PWD-structure on Y may be pulled back along g
to obtain a PWD-structure on X. Also we show that a PWD-structure on X may be extended along g to obtain a
PWD-structure on Y .
Definition 3.1. Let g :X → Y be a given map and suppose that there is an n-PWD-structure (DnY,ρY , τY , σY ) on Y .
Then the homotopy pullback
P
p
ξ
Ψ⇒
DnY
τY
X×n
g×n Y
×n
may be formed. It is readily seen from homotopy pullback properties that there exist maps σX :X∨n → P and
ρX :X → P and equations
p ◦ ρX = n, ξ ◦ ρX = ρY ◦ g, ξ ◦ σX = σY ◦ g∨n, p ◦ σX = inc
valid up to homotopy. Consequently (P, ρX,p,σX) defines an n-PWD-structure on X which we refer to as the PWD-
structure pulled back from that on Y along g. Note that the pair (ξ, g) constitutes a PWD-morphism.
Remark 3.2. Let a space X and maps αi :X → Ai for i = 1, . . . , n, be given. Then Dula [5] has considered structures
on X of the following form:
X
α1···αn
ρ
Dn
τ
A1 ∨ · · · ∨Anσ
inc
A × · · · ×A1 n
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structures fall within the famework of [11]. Thus there is an associated Hopf invariant. Clearly these more general
structures also can be pulled back along maps precisely as in Definition 3.1. In fact by pulling the above structure
back along the map
α1 × · · · × αn :X×n → A1 × · · · ×An
we obtain an actual n-PWD-structure on X for which the map α1 × · · · × αn is “structure-preserving” in the obvious
sense.
Definition 3.3. Suppose that (DnX,ρX, τX,σX) is an n-PWD-structure on a space X and that g :X → Y is a given
map. Denote by DnY the homotopy colimit of the diagram:
X
g ρX
X∨n
σX g
∨n
Y DnX Y∨n
Recall that this homotopy colimit may be constructed by taking successive homotopy pushouts as indicated below:
X
g ρX
X∨n
σX g
∨n
Y
ρY
DnX
k
Y∨n
σY
• (DnY )r
h
DnY
It follows by the universal property of the homotopy colimit that there exists a map τY :DnY → Y×n satisfying:
τY ◦ σY = inc :Y∨n → Y×n,
τY ◦ ρY = n :Y → Y×n.
Then (DnY,ρY , τY , σY ) is at once seen to be an n-PWD-structure on Y ; it is called the n-PWD-structure on Y obtained
by extending that on X along the map g :X → Y . The space (DnY )r occurring in the construction is called the
restriction subspace associated to the extended n-PWD-structure on Y . Note moreover that the homotopy commutative
diagram
DnX
h◦k
τX
DnY
τY
X×n
g×n
Y×n
clearly constitutes a morphism of n-PWD-structures from the given one on X to the extended one on Y .
Proposition 3.4. Fix a map g :X → Y .
(1) Let (DnX,ρX, τX,σX) be an n-PWD-structure on X. Then the n-PWD-structure on Y extended from DnX along
g is initial among all those n-PWD-structures on Y for which g is structure-preserving.
(2) Let (DnY,ρY , τY , σY ) be an n-PWD-structure on Y . Then the n-PWD-structure on X pulled back from DnY is
terminal among all those n-PWD-structures on X for which g is structure-preserving.
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be any n-PWD-structure on Y for which g is structure-preserving. Thus there is a homotopy commutative square
DnX
ξ
τX
D
τ
X×n
g×n
Y×n
satisfying ξ ◦ ρX = ρ ◦ g and ξ ◦ σX = σ ◦ g∨n. Using homotopy colimit properties it is readily checked that there
exists a map ξ ′ :DnY → D such that the square
DnY
ξ ′
τY
D
τ
Y×n 1
×n
Y×n
is homotopy commutative and satisfying ξ ′ ◦ ρY = ρ, ξ ′ ◦ σY = σ .
(2) The verification of this property follows at once from homotopy pullback properties; we omit details. 
Definition 3.5. Let f :X1 ∨ · · · ∨ Xk → X be a map. Write f = f1  · · ·  fk in terms of its wedge components.
Assume that each space Xi has an assigned n-PWD-structure. Let X1 ∨ · · · ∨Xk have the inherited n-PWD-structure
and extend this along f to obtain an n-PWD-structure on X. In this case we shall say that X has the n-PWD-structure
inherited from the Xi ’s via f . We have the following proposition whose straightforward proof is omitted.
Proposition 3.6. In the setting of Definition 3.5 the inherited n-PWD-structure on X is initial in the set of all n-PWD-
structures on X for which the maps fi :Xi → X, i = 1, . . . , k, are structure-preserving.
We wish to examine carefully the form of the inherited structure in the double mapping cylinder case, as given by
the following homotopy pushout square:
C
f
g
D⇒
B
i1
A
i0
M(f, g)
D :C × [0,1] →M(f, g),
D(c, t) = [c, t] ∈M(f, g) for c ∈ C, 0 t  1. (10)
Let (DnA,ρA, τA,σA) and (DnB,ρB, τB,σB) be given n-PWD-structures on A and B respectively. We shall use
maps of cotriads to examine in detail the resulting inherited structure on M(f, g). This is possible because we may
regard the map i0  i1 :A∨B →M(f, g) as being induced functorially by the double mapping cylinder functorM,
as indicated below:
A
1
∗ B
1
A C
f g
B
M
A∨B
i0i1
M(f, g)
We first consider the homotopy commutative square
A∨B ρA∨ρB
i0i1
(DnA)∨ (DnB)
i0i1
ρ̂
(11)
M(f, g) M(ρA◦f,ρB◦g)
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DnA
1
∗ DnB
1A
ρA
1
∗ B
ρB
1
DnA C
ρB◦gρA◦f
DnB
A
ρA
C
1
gf
B
ρB
Note that the map ρ̂ :M(f, g) →M(ρA◦f,ρB◦g) is defined by this construction. Since each of the squares
A
1
ρA
DnA
1
A
ρA
DnA
∗ ∗
C
1
C
B
1
ρB
DnB
1
B
ρB
DnB
is a homotopy pushout, square (11) also must be a homotopy pushout (by a homotopy pushout preservation property
of the functorM). Consequently the homotopy colimit which constructs the inherited n-PWD-structure onM(f, g)
takes the following form (where successive squares are homotopy pushouts):
A∨B
i0i1 ρA∨ρB
A∨n ∨B∨n = (A∨B)∨n
σA∨σB (i0i1)∨n
M(f, g)
ρ̂
ρM(f,g)
(DnA)∨ (DnB)
i0i1 k
(M(f, g))∨n
c
σM(f,g)
M(ρA◦f,ρB◦g)
q
[DnM(f, g)]r
h
DnM(f, g)
Proposition 3.7. Let A f←− C g−→ B be a cotriad for which the spaces A and B each have been assigned n-PWD-
structures. Then the n-PWD-structure on M(f, g) inherited from those on A and B is under the diagonal (in the
sense of Definition 2.11).
Proof. Denote by (DnM(f, g), ρM(f,g), τM(f,g), σM(f,g)) the inherited n-PWD-structure onM(f, g) as described
above. We must show that there exists a map ξ :DnM(f, g) →M(f×n, g×n) such that the diagram
DnM(f, g)
τM(f,g)
ξ M(f×n, g×n)
P
M(f, g)×n 1×n M(f, g)×n
constitutes a morphism of n-PWD-structures on M(f, g) from the inherited structure to the standard structure (as
defined in Example 2.10). This will follow from Proposition 3.6 if we show that the standard n-PWD-structure on
M(f, g) is compatible with the n-PWD-structures on A and B respectively.
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R :n ⇒ τB ◦ ρB :B → B×n. These may be used to form cotriad morphisms as follows:
A
ρA
C
f
1
g
B
ρB
A
n
C
f
n
g
B
nDnA
τA
Lf⇐
C
ρA◦f ρB◦g
n
Rg⇒
DnB
τB
A×n C×n
f×n g×n B
×n A×n C×n
f×n g×n B
×n
Plainly a cotriad homotopy (or modification) from the cotriad morphism on the left to that on the right is given by the
triple of homotopies
(−L,1n :n ⇒ n :C → C×n,−R).
Consequently after application of the functorM to these cotriad morphisms a homotopy factorization of form
M(f, g)
δ
ρ̂ M(ρA◦f,ρB◦g)
μ
M(f×n, g×n)
(12)
is obtained, with δ being the diagonal map, ρ̂ as previously constructed and with μ being defined by the present
construction.
By (11) and (12) the equation
μ ◦ (i0  i1) ◦ (ρA ∨ ρB) = δ ◦ (i0  i1) :A∨B →M
(
f×n, g×n
)
is valid. Also we observe that the diagram
(DnA)∨ (DnB)
i0i1
τA∨τB
(A×n)∨ (B×n)
i0i1
(A∨n)∨ (B∨n)inc∨inc
σA∨σB
(A∨B)∨n
(i0i1)∨n
=
M(ρA◦f,ρB◦g) μ M(f×n, g×n) M(f, g)∨nj
is homotopy commutative; that is, the equation
μ ◦ (i0  i1) ◦ (σA ∨ σB) = j ◦ (i0  i1)∨n : (A∨B)∨n →M
(
f×n, g×n
)
holds. It now follows at once that the standard structure on M(f, g) is compatible with the n-PWD-structures on A
and B respectively. As previously stated this is sufficient to establish the proposition. 
4. A Berstein–Hilton type result
Usually neither extension nor pullback of a PWD-structure along a map will preserve any special form that the
given PWD-structure may possess. For example, thin wedge structures or fat wedge structures need not be preserved
under extension along a map. We investigate this situation in this section.
Proposition 4.1. For any cotriad of form A f←− ΣU g−→ B the sequence
ΣU
(−f∨g)◦ω−−−−−−→ A∨B i0i1−−−→M(f, g) κ−→ Σ2U
is a mapping cone sequence.
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 i1 :A∨B →M(f, g) is known to
be a cofibration and κ is the canonical quotient map. Consider the following diagram, with induced double mapping
cylinders, both horizontally and vertically, as indicated:
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗
−D⇐
U
D⇒
∗ ΣU
ω
ΣU
−f
∗ ΣU
g
ΣU ∨ΣU
−f∨g
A ∗ B A∨B
A ΣU
f g
B
That the induced map ΣU → ΣU ∨ΣU is the suspension comultiplication ω on ΣU follows from a direct check of
the definitions. By Lemma 4.2 of [10] the double mapping cylinder on the induced horizontal cotriad is homeomorphic
to the double mapping cylinder on the induced vertical cotriad. Hence we have
M(A f←− ΣU g−→ B)∼=M(∗ ← ΣU (−f∨g)◦ω−−−−−−→ A∨B)= C(−f∨g)◦ω
and the proposition is established. 
Remark 4.2. The validity of Proposition 4.1 when ΣU is replaced by an arbitrary H -cogroup does not seem to be
known.
The next theorem should be viewed as a generalization of results of Berstein–Hilton [1].
Theorem 4.3. Consider data as depicted in the following diagram:
Fp
p
E
p
ΣΩX
σ
εX
B
b
c′′
X
ΣU
f
g
A
c′
a
Here p is to be a coretractile fibration with homotopy fiber Fp and splitting σ satisfying p ◦ σ = εX . Also the
homotopy equations a ◦ f = b ◦ g, p ◦ c′ = a and p ◦ c′′ = b are to hold. (But at this point it is not assumed that
c′ ◦ f = c′′ ◦ g.) Let φ :M(f, g) → X be induced by a homotopy a ◦ f ⇒ b ◦ g. Let c′HI and c′′HI denote the Hopf
invariants associated with the defining data (c′, p,p,σ ) and (c′′, p,p,σ ) respectively. Assume that c′HI(f ) = o
and c′′HI(g) = o. Then there exists a map c :M(f, g) → E satisfying p ◦ c = φ, c ◦ i0 = c′ and c ◦ i1 = c′′, and such
that i0 :A →M(f, g) and i1 :B →M(f, g) each induce morphisms of structures.
Proof. Recall that the characterizing equation for the Hopf invariant c′HI states that
p ◦ c′HI(f ) = c′ ◦ f − σ ◦ΣΩa ◦Σ(f ·).
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by the hypothesis c′′HI(g) = o. But
Ωa ◦ f · = (a ◦ f )· = (b ◦ g)· = Ωb ◦ g·.
Hence we must have c′ ◦ f = c′′ ◦ g.
By Proposition 4.1 the sequence
ΣU
(−f∨g)◦ω−−−−−−→ A∨B i0i1−−−→M(f, g) κ−→ Σ2U (13)
is a mapping cone sequence where κ denotes the canonical quotient map. Since
(c′  c′′) ◦ (−f ∨ g) ◦ω = −c′ ◦ f + c′′ ◦ g = o
by the above, there exists an extension c :M(f, g) → E satisfying c ◦ (i0  i1) = c′  c′′. Now furthermore there is
associated with sequence (13) a cooperator map
ϕ :M(f, g) → Σ2U ∨M(f, g).
It has the property that the diagram
A∨B
i0i1
i0i1 M(f, g)
inc
M(f, g) ϕ Σ2U ∨M(f, g)
(14)
is homotopy commutative.
We note that φ ◦ (i0  i1) = p ◦ (c′  c′′) = p ◦ c ◦ (i0  i1). Consequently by another standard property of
the cooperator there exists a map ζ :Σ2U → X such that (ζ  (p ◦ c)) ◦ ϕ = φ. The induced homomorphism
p# : [Σ2U,E] → [Σ2U,X] is an epimorphism since p is coretractile. So we may choose ζ :Σ2U → E such that
p ◦ ζ = ζ . Define c to be the composite
M(f, g) ϕ−→ Σ2U ∨M(f, g) ζc−−→ E.
Then
p ◦ c = p ◦ (ζ  c) ◦ ϕ = (ζ  (p ◦ c)) ◦ ϕ = φ
and, using (14),
c ◦ (i0  i1) = (ζ  c) ◦ ϕ ◦ (i0  i1) = c ◦ (i0  i1) = c′  c′′
as required. 
Often it is convenient to apply Theorem 4.3 in the form of the following corollary.
Corollary 4.4. In the homotopy commutative diagram
F ′′
′′
x′′
F

F ′
′
x′
E′′
p′′
ξ ′′
E
p
E′
p′
ξ ′
X′′ x
′′
X X′x
′
let the vertical composites denote coretractile fibrations which have splittings σ ′ :ΣΩX′ → E′, σ :ΣΩX → E and
σ ′′ :ΣΩX′′ → E′′ respectively. Assume that these splittings are compatible so that the homotopy equations ξ ′ ◦ σ ′ =
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hyphenated map c):
E′′
p′′
ξ ′′
E
p
E′
p′
ξ ′
X′′ x
′′
X X′x
′
B
c′′
b
i1 M(f, g)
c
x
A
i0
c′
a
ΣU
D⇐
g f
Here D : i0 ◦f ⇒ i1 ◦g denotes the canonical homotopy which defines the double mapping cylinder. Also it is assumed
that the homotopy equations x ◦ i1 = x′′ ◦ b, x ◦ i0 = x′ ◦ a, p′ ◦ c′ = a and p′′ ◦ c′′ = b hold (but the relation
ξ ′′ ◦ c′′ ◦ g = ξ ′ ◦ c′ ◦ f is not assumed). Then if c′HI(′,p′;σ ′)(f ) = o and c′′HI(′′,p′′;σ ′′)(g) = o, there exists a map
c :M(f, g) → E (as indicated in the diagram) satisfying p ◦ c = x, c ◦ i0 = ξ ′ ◦ c′ and c ◦ i1 = ξ ′′ ◦ c′′. Moreover
(ξ ′, x′) and (ξ ′′, x′′) constitute compatibility morphisms relating the structures (c′,p′, σ ′), (c,p,σ ) and (c′′,p′′, σ ′′).
Proof. It will be sufficient to check that the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3 hold for the following data:
F

E
p
ΣΩX
σ
εX
B
x′′◦b
ξ ′′◦c′′
X
ΣU
f
g
A
ξ ′◦c′
x′◦a
Because splittings are compatible the associated Hopf invariants satisfy naturality (cf. [11, Theorem 1.14]). Thus we
have
{ξ ′ ◦ c′}HI(,p;σ)(f ) = x′ ◦ c′HI(′,p′;σ ′)(f ) = o
since c′HI(f ) = o by hypothesis. Similarly {ξ ′′ ◦ c′′}HI(,p;σ)(g) = o. From here it is routine to verify that all remain-
ing hypotheses in Theorem 4.3 hold. Thus the proposition is established by application of Theorem 4.3. 
Theorem 4.5 (The Ti -Structure Theorem). Consider a double mapping cylinder of form
ΣU
f
g
D⇒
B
i1
A
i0 M(f, g)
Let ρA :A → Ti(A,n) be an n-fold Ti -structure on A, with associated Hopf invariant {ρA}HI, and let ρB :B →
Ti(B,n) be an n-fold Ti -structure on B , with associated Hopf invariant {ρB}HI. If {ρA}HI(f ) = o and {ρB}HI(g) = o
then M(f, g) admits an n-fold Ti -structure. Moreover the inclusion maps i0 and i1 are structure-preserving for the
respective Ti -structures.
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fibrations:
Ti(B,n)
inc
Ti(i1,n)
Ti(M(f, g), n)
inc
Ti(A,n)
inc
Ti(i0,n)
B×n
(i1)×n M(f, g)×n A×n(i0)
×n
Trivially the splittings are compatible. The result is immediate. 
Theorem 4.5 contains as special cases structure theorems for thin structures (when i = n − 1) and for fat wedge
structures (when i = 1). We state some results for the latter as regards Lusternik–Schnirelmann category.
Definition 4.6. Let f :ΣU → X be given and assume catX  n− 1. Then n-PWD-structures of form
X
n
ρ
FW(X,n)
inc
X∨ninc
inc
X×n
exist; these have associated Hopf invariants ρHI = ρHI(,inc;(inc)◦χ) where we let  : (ΩX)∗n → FW(X,n) denote
the fiber projection. Set
Hn(f ) :=
{
ρHI(f ) | all such ρ}⊂ [ΣU, (ΩX)∗n].
This is called the n-fold Hopf set of f (compare [9]). Note thatHn(f ) is nonempty only if the target of f has category
less than or equal to n− 1.
Proposition 4.7. For a double mapping cylinder of form
ΣU
f
g
D⇒
B
i1
A
i0 M(f, g)
assume that catA n and catB  n. If o ∈Hn+1(f ) and o ∈Hn+1(g) then catM(f, g) n.
Proof. Since o ∈Hn+1(f ) and o ∈Hn+1(g) there are (n + 1)-fold fat wedge structures ρA on A and ρB on B such
that {ρA}HI(f ) = o and {ρB}HI(g) = o. Hence by Theorem 4.5 there exists an (n + 1)-fold fat wedge structure on
M(f, g) and consequently catM(f, g) n. 
Proposition 4.8. Let f :ΣU → X be a map with catX  n. If o ∈Hn+1(f ) then catCf  n.
Proof. Since Cf =M(∗ ← ΣU f−→ X), Proposition 4.7 may be applied. 
5. An n-fold decomposition formula
In this section we present the n-fold version of [13, Theorem 1.2].
For n 2 we consider the following n-PWD-structure:
FP
P
U ∗ V 
U
n ∗Vn
n
(U×n) ∗ (V ×n)
P
(U ∗ V )∨nj
inc
ΣΩ[(U ∗ V )×n]χ
ε(U∗V )×n
×n
(15)(U ∗ V )
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the standard n-PWD-structure on U ∗ V . More precisely, consider the homeomorphism φ which is induced under the
double mapping cylinder functorM as shown
U×n
1
(U×n)× (V ×n)p(U×n)
T
p(V×n)
V ×n
1
U×n (U × V )×n
(pU )
×n (pV )×n V
×n
M
(U×n) ∗ (V ×n)
φ
M((pU )×n, (pV )×n)
(16)
wherein T is given by
T (u1, u2, . . . , un, v1, v2, . . . , vn) = (u1, v1, u2, v2, . . . , un, vn)
for ui ∈ U , vi ∈ V . Then the commutative square
(U×n) ∗ (V ×n) φ
P
M((pU )×n, (pV )×n)
P
(U ∗ V )×n 1 (U ∗ V )×n
constitutes a morphism of n-PWD-structures which is an equivalence and allows (15) to be identified as the standard
n-PWD-structure on a double mapping cylinder as defined in Example 2.10.
By [11, Definition 1.17] the defining data (15) yields a Hopf invariant
Hn :=
{Un ∗ Vn }HI(P ,P ;j◦χ) :ΣΩ(U ∗ V ) → FP . (17)
Considered as a morphism on homotopy groups [ΣZ,U ∗V ] → [ΣZ,FP ], the Hopf invariantHn has characterizing
equation
P ◦Hn(z) =
(Un ∗ Vn ) ◦ z − (in ∗ in) ◦ z − · · · − (i1 ∗ i1) ◦ z (18)
where z :ΣZ → U ∗ V is a given map. Of course i1 ∗ i1, . . . , in ∗ in here are the wedge-components of the inclusion
j as expressed by the equality:
j = (i1 ∗ i1) · · ·  (in ∗ in) : (U ∗ V )∨n →
(
U×n
) ∗ (V ×n).
Definition 5.1. With reference to (15) and for n  2 we define a unique homotopy class θn :U ∗ V → FP by the
equation
iU12···(n−1) ∗ iV12···(n−1) = i1 ∗ i1 + · · · + i(n−1) ∗ i(n−1) + P ◦ θn.
The existence of θn follows because the relation
P
(
iU12···(n−1) ∗ iV12···(n−1)
)= P(i1 ∗ i1 + · · · + i(n−1) ∗ i(n−1))
holds; θn is unique because (P )# : [U ∗V,FP ] → [U ∗V, (U×n) ∗ (V ×n)] is a monomorphism. We note that θ2 = o.
Proposition 5.2. With reference to (15) there exist unique classes K12···(n−1), K and Kn in [U ∗ V,FP ] such that:
P ◦K12···(n−1) =
[
Σ
(Un−1 × 1
) ◦ κ ◦ dU ] iV12···(n−1),
P ◦K = Un 
[
Σ
(Vn−1 × 1
) ◦ κ ◦ dV ],
P ◦Kn =
[
Σ
(Un−1 × 1
) ◦ κ ◦ dU ] iVn .
Furthermore, if U is a suspension space then K12···(n−1) = o and Kn = o; if V is a suspension space then K = o.
Proof. In order for the class K12···(n−1) to exist as a lifting as stated, we need to check that[
Σ
(U × 1) ◦ κ ◦ dU ] iVn−1 12···(n−1)
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definition [12, Definition 6.4] of the extended join operation and consider, for i = 1, . . . , n, the following homotopy
commutative diagram
U ∗ V
ϕU,V
[Σ(Un−1×1)◦κ◦dU ]iV12···(n−1)
(U×n) ∗ (V ×n)
ϕU×n,V×n
Pi
U ∗ V
ϕU,V
ΣU ∧ V
(dU ◦κ)∧1 Σ(U ×U)∧ V Σ(Un−1×1)∧iV12···(n−1) Σ(U
×n)∧ (V ×n)
Σpi∧pi ΣU ∧ V
in which the vertical maps are homotopy equivalences. Observe that the composite U ×U 
U
n−1×1−−−−−→ U×n pi−→ U is
p1 :U ×U → U if i = 1, . . . , (n− 1), and is p2 :U ×U → U if i = n. Thus the composite
U ∗U κ−→ Σ(U ×U) Σpi◦Σ(
U
n−1×1)−−−−−−−−−−→ ΣU
is recognizable as the classical Hopf construction on a projection map and consequently is null homotopic. We con-
clude that the bottom composite class ΣU ∧ V → ΣU ∧ V is o ∧ 1 for i = 1, . . . , (n − 1), and is o ∧ o for i = n.
In all cases it is null homotopic. It follows that the top composite U ∗ V → U ∗ V is null homotopic as well. This
establishes that KV12···(n−1) exists. That each of K and KVn exist is shown in a similar way; we omit details.
The last assertion in the proposition is an immediate consequence of the fact that a diagonal class dX :ΣX → X∗X
vanishes whenever X is a suspension space. 
Theorem 5.3. Fix n 2. With reference to (15) let
ϑ := i1 ∗ i1 + · · · + i(n−1) ∗ i(n−1).
Also define classes σV12···(n−1) and σVn by the relations:
P ◦ σV12···(n−1) = iUn ∗ iV12···(n−1), P ◦ σVn = iU12···(n−1) ∗ iVn .
Then the equality
Hn(1U∗V ) = (θn)ϑ + (K12···(n−1))ϑ +
(
σV12···(n−1)
)ϑ +Kϑ + (σVn )ϑ + (Kn)ϑ
is valid as classes U ∗ V → FP . Moreover we have:
(1) If U is a suspension space then Hn(1U∗V ) = θn + σ12···(n−1) +K + σVn .
(2) If V is a suspension space then
Hn(1U∗V ) = θn +K12···(n−1) + σV12···(n−1) + σVn +Kn.
(3) If U and V are both suspension spaces then
Hn(1U∗V ) = θn + σV12···(n−1) + σVn .
Note. The classes K12···(n−1), K and Kn are referred to as the nonabelian terms in this decomposition.
Proof. By the characterizing equation, P ◦Hn(1U∗V ) is given by the expression
Un ∗ Vn − in ∗ in − · · · − i1 ∗ i1.
Now by use of Proposition 1.4 and Definition 5.1 this may be transformed into the expression
ϑ + P ◦ θn +
[
Σ
(Un−1 × 1
) ◦ κ ◦ dU ] iV12···(n−1) + iUn ∗ iV12···(n−1)
+ Un 
[
Σ
(Vn−1 × 1
) ◦ κ ◦ dV ]+ iU12···(n−1) ∗ iVn
+ [Σ(U × 1) ◦ κ ◦ dU ] iVn − ϑ.n−1
1560 G. Dula et al. / Topology and its Applications 154 (2007) 1541–1560Next we take conjugation into account and use the liftings in Proposition 5.2; this last expression becomes
P ◦
{
(θn)
ϑ + (K12···(n−1))ϑ +
(
σV12···(n−1)
)ϑ +Kϑ + (σVn )ϑ + (Kn)ϑ}.
Therefore the decomposition for Hn(1U∗V ) claimed in the theorem is established. Finally items (1)–(3) follow from
the last part of Proposition 5.2. 
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